Guest Lectures / Seminars/ Conferences / Workshops Organized

Civil Engineering Association OXCEA & ICI Student Chapter was inaugurated on 19/07/13.

Er. Rtn. B. Muralikumar, Chairman, Student Chapter, Federation of All Civil Engineers Association of Tamil Nadu, Consulting Engineer, Govt. Approved Valuer, Flat Promoter, Building Contractor, Tiruchirappalli was the Chief Guest. Er. G. Ramaganesh, Proprietor, Ramji Construction, Tiruchirappalli was the Resource Person for the occasion.

On 20/08/13, a Workshop on “Awareness On Nptel” was organized. Around 10 members from the department participated. The Lecture was delivered by Mr. Cyril Antony Dass, Assistant Manager, Classle, Chennai.

One Day Workshop on “Concrete Mix Design” was organized by the ICI Student Chapter, Department of Civil Engineering in Association with UltraTech Cement Ltd.
A Lecture on “Softwares in Civil Engineering” was delivered by Mr. S. Mohan, Chennai & Mr. S. Naveen, CADD Centre, Puthur, Trichy on 06/08/13.


A Guest Lecture on Softwares in Civil Engineering by SysCADD, Tiruchirappalli for the II Yr Students on 12/09/13.
**Value Added Course**

Final Year students attended the Value Added Course on Advanced Surveying using Total Station.

III Yr & IIYr students attended a course on Building Planning and Marking.
In-Plant Training

Final year students R. Veeravignesh, S. Boopathi, R. Veerasamy, C. Munusamy, R. Gowthaman, & K. Narendran underwent an In-Plant Training at RAMS MARIS construction, Tiruchirappalli.

N. H. Aysha Siddika Farvin and D. Indhuja underwent an In-Plant Training at Zebec Builders, Annamalai Nagar, Tiruchirappalli, and underwent L. Rajasekaran, R. Prabhu and P. Ayyappan undergone In-Plant Training at PC Nesan and Associates, Thillai Nagar, Tiruchirappalli.

A. Saravanan, K. Ranjith K.P. Karthikeyan and P. Shanmuganathan, III Yr undergone In-Plant Training at GMS Associates, Gandhi Nagar, Ponnagar, Tiruchirappalli.

ICI Annual Meet

Dr. G. Dhanalakshmi Prof. & Head, Mr. SR. Aravindhakumar, A/P, R. Veeravignesh, K.A Vetri Adithiya, III Yr M. Syed Saber, R. Kaliraj, II Yr R. Mohamed Irfan, S. Praveen attended the ICI Annual Meet and ICI awards function at Hotel Green Park, Vadapalani, Chennai on 19/09/13.
**Faculty Interaction**

Dr. G. Dhanalakshmi, Prof. & Head, Member QAC attended the Quality Assurance Committee Meeting at Periyar Maniammai University, Thanjavur on 03/07/13.

Dr. G. Dhanalakshmi Prof. & Head, marked the Chief for the Inauguration of Civil Engineering Association held at Kongunadu College of Engineering & Technology, Thottium on 10/07/13.

Dr. G. Dhanalakshmi, Prof. and Head marked the Chief Guest for the Civil Engineering Association Inauguration held at Trichy Engineering College, Tiruchirappalli on 25/09/13.

**Guest Lectures / Seminars/ Conferences / Workshops attended by Staff Members**

Mr.SR. Aravinthakumar, A/P & Mr.K.Veeraselvam, A/P, attended One Day Seminar on “Innovation in 3D Designing” organized by KSM Soft AutoDesk and ICTACT Chennai, at Hotel Sangam, Tiruchirappalli on 06/08/13.

**Faculty Publications**


**Guest Lectures / Seminars/ Conferences / Workshops attended by Students**

H. Sithik Rahuman and M. Syed Sabeer III Yr participated in ACE TECH FEST’13- Poster Presentation, Quiz, Model Making, CADD Contest, Artistry and CADDRICK BIULD IT organized by the Department of Civil Engineering, Eswari Engineering College, Chennai on 30/08/13.

L. Rajasekaran, S. Boopathi, R. Veerasamy, and S. Subba Reddy Sudangan IV Yr attended Competition on “Floating Concrete” at Bannari Amman Institute of Technology, Sathiyamangalam, Erode on 02/09/13.

NSS volunteers students T.Ashok Kumar, H. Gopala Krishnan, R. Jayaraj, R. Velmurugan II Yr attended Dengu Awareness Programme at Oxford Engineering College. On 03/09/13

L. Rajassekaran, and S. Subba Reddy Sudangan IV Yr participated in the Technical quiz & won the II prize and also presented posters in the Technical Symposium (Sparkallo13) organized by Anna University, Panruti Campus on 11/09/13
A.Aarthi and A. Indhuja IV Yr presented a paper on “Code Cracking” and won 2nd Prize Organized by Juvenile Association of Civil Kings, University College of Engineering, Panruti held on 11/09/13.

K.A. Vetri Aadhiyia, R. Prabhu and C. Kathiravan IV Yr participated in Potential Proof and Symposium Organized by SRM University, Chennai. On the same day, R. Salai Karthick, T. Aseng, and P. Kaliraj III Yr participated in the Workshop on “Super Plasticizer In Concrete and Self Compacting Concrete” Organized by SRM University, Chennai on 16/09/13. And III Yr R. Salai Karthick, T. Aseng, P. Kaliraj won First prize in SHORT FILM competition Organized by SRM University, Chennai on the theme “Safety In Construction”.

P. Ayyapan, and L. Rajasekeran IV Yr participated in the National Level Competition on “Designing of Stadium Roof Structure” conducted by Institute for Steel Development & Growth (INSDAG) Calcutta, on 20/09/13 and 21/09/13.

18 Students of ME(Str) I year attended A Workshop on “Reliability Analysis and Design of Sub-Structures” Organized by National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli from 03/10/13 to 04/10/13,


Sports


S. Arun Raymond II Yr participated in the Interzone Athletic Event at Athiyaman Engineering College, Hosur on 09/10/13.

Industrial Visit

On 08/08/13, an Industrial Visit to Southern Railway Civil Engineering Training Institute, Tambram was arranged for the III Yr students. Mr.S. Rajasekar, Principal explained the field models and also Class room models 31 students and 4 Faculty members attended.
An Industrial Visit to SIS ACROPOLE and RBS Ready Mix Concrete was organized for the II Yr students on 30/08/13.

Final year students visited the CSIR-Structural Engineering Research Centre (SERC), Taramani, Chennai on 06/09/13. They also visited Advanced Concrete Technology Laboratory, Advanced Materials Laboratory, Project work on Geo-Polymer Concrete, and ‘A’ Star - Seismic Testing Laboratory.
Parent-Teacher Meeting

Parent –Teacher Meet was conducted for the III Yr students on 24/08/13. Around 26 Parents attended and discussed about their wards’ University Examination Results, CIA Test Performance and other Activities.